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  Editor’s Note

Officially 2015 has arrived, and people 
have already started with their resolu-
tions dropping off everything that made 
the previous year a tough one. As an 
Africa I feel heart broken by the fact that 
we had planed a lot for the year 2014 as 
a continent and ended up getting into 
2015 with baggage’s from the past, at 
local municipality levels, cars are still 
being burned down in protests against 
unemployment, at national level the EFF 
threatens to stop the state of the nation 
address if President Jacob Zuma doesn’t 
account to the Nkandla Report while at 
the continental level, the Bring back our 
girls campaign went on till where eve-
rybody thinks it is normal for our girl 
children to be abducted. It is hardly one 
month into 2015 but already 2000 lifes 
were taken at once on the civil war which 
broke out as a religious war,  mean are we 
for real? I believe in Jesus Christ as the 
son of God, why should there be a fight 
over that if your belief differ?

EDITOR

RADIKADI RASHILO
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Non the less Africa is the continent of Hope and Perspective media is aiming at showing 
that hopeful side of this continent of Africa. This year we are hoping to inspire more people 
through our writings, our workshops, our webpage as well as our radio network.... the digi-
tal future is here, tell everybody that it is going nowhere and we are the power house of it.

in this edition we featured Miss Mathebula, a young and humble lady who shared here 
story to inspire the matrics of 2015, hip hop 101 is back as well in 2015, this are but some of 
the article you can expect in this issue.

Here is a tip if you want to be a millionaire “ Millionaires are not people who used to wake 
up at 5am, but earlier... don’t allow poverty to wake before you”. lets go out and make those 
wishes and plans a reality!



  Lifestyle 1050 Hip Hop

HEAVYLINES 
INDUSTRY 
101 *3

 Okay now you have really decided on what you 
want in this industry, now it comes down to your in-
fluences and your song writing skills. It is not a bad 
thing that your music style is influenced by a par-
ticular artist but it is important that you don’t end 
being a struggling replica of that person. Remember 
you are trying to voice out your opinion, so original-
ity is always key to portraying your image.
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The first lady of Soul Family Music known better as 
Skyler, yes she’s a female rapper from Middelburg 
(1050). Her style of music is influenced by the likes of 
Tiara Thomas, SZA and Lauryn Hill which explains 
the soulful elements in her music. 2014 she dropped 
a single titled Don’t Brag featuring the likes of Fal-
con and Addic which was sitting at the 4th spot on 
the 1050 hip hop hits. Let it be your own mistake by 
mistaking her for just a pretty face, she doesn’t only 
have the looks but she is a step ahead when it comes 
to lyrical content. 20 Fit in Skyler will not be trying 
to fit in but she will be setting new trends when she 
releases her EP

                   

 Mtoni’s Finest

                   

                   

TagGang       
    Life

2015!!! Brand new year and 1050 rappers are 
dropping new singles. Pro-Era started the year 
by dropping a single titled Let It Rain ft DMaxx, 
the song reflects on someone experiencing pain 
because of all the sins he has done and now he just 
wants to wash them away. Considering the style of 
rap they’ve been exploring the past year, this is a 
more mature and emotional sound. All in all this 
is a great song with a killer hook, a lot better could 
have been done on the verses but understandingly 
these are not conscious rappers. TagGang Life will 
surely contribute a lot on the 1050 Hip Hop

 KINGtheJEWISH end-
ed the year on a high 
note when his EP Black 
& Gold was named the 
1050 EP of the year and 
one of his singles was 
named 1050 Hip Hop 
song of the year 2014. 
He continues where he 
left of by dropping a 
new single titled Godly. 

 When asked about the inspiration behind the track he 
said “I want to show my fans that I still got it”. Surely he 
feels like he still has a point to prove and what better way 
to do it with what he calls new age hip hop. KINGth-
eJEWISH is expected to drop a mixtape July 2015, this 
year we will be rolling with the Jews make no mistake





  Our Stories Community News

First day of registration at Nkangala FET (Mid-
delburg campus) was one of the things the Higher 
education minister Dr Blade Nzimande would not 
be impressed with particularly after he spend the 
few years of the term of his office trying to convince 
students that FET education is an alternative to 
University.
Today at about 9am the Perspective team arrived at 
the MidCol campus of Nkangala FET only to find 
queues  which reminded me of the 1994 elections 
the only difference was that they were worst, some 
students say they arrived as early as 7am only to be 
hoped from one queue to another. (where are this 
{SRC & Campus management} people from? Under 
the stone? Haven’t they heard about a system called 
online application?)
Instate of being attended to by the staff new appli-
cants were attended to by student who knew less if 
not nothing about the processes at the FET (pleas

not nothing about the processes at the FET (please 
let me not mention that I heard they are the SRC on 
the campus). The guys couldn’t give a clarity on the 
difference between the Nated Curriculum and NCV. 
I’m still shocked as they caused an intent look by 
mentioning and acronym ECD and couldn’t explain 
it. (By the way it means Early Childhood Develop-
ment) 
Did I mention that all this line hopping was happen-
ing at a scotching 20 degrees, as it was happening 
you could see the politically driven marshals in their 
SASCO T’s enjoying the whole fiasco as they literally 
caused it. Commanding the Students to form up-
straight lines like those at a kinder gardens assembly, 
only to tell them at 4pm that they come back the 
next morning at 7:30.
The greatest question is “do this guys really deserve 
our votes come the next SRC elections?”
How were the queues at your local FET?

Nkangala FET a tragedy
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  Share Poetic Thoughts

I first meet this girl, she was beautiful and amaz-
ing in my eyes.

I loved her before we can speak, I was desperate 
for love.

One day I meet her face to face, I was scared 
but she told me that I should feel free when I’m 
around her, 

I believe in her, we started to connect and finally I 
told her that I really love her...

It was so hard for both of us but finally she dated 
me.

She was 23 years old and I was 16years old. I didn’t 
know much about love but experience count. I 
was a virgin, I was new in this dating thing.

After one year later.......... ..

She wanted to sleep with me, but I refused, and it 
comes a time where we both decide...

I agreed, and I was scared, I did have a choice to 
refused but she threaten to dump me because of 
sex.

I lost my virginity....

I said I love you
She said she love me too 
I kiss her 
She kiss me too 

Went straight to her room.....

I lost my virginity

She locked the door 
I said I’m scared

LOST MY VIRGINITY AT THE AGE OF 16

Written by: Edwin makitla
Inspired by: South Africa

 Published by: Edwin makitla 

She said just relax 
I said I’m not ready 
She said do you love me?
I said yes 
And she take off my clothes throw them down 
the floor. 

I lost my virginity

I known her for 2years 
I lost
I lost
I lost my virginity

After one week she dumped me 
I said the relationship we had it was just for sex? 
“yes”
She said you still young but if you don’t mind 
we can do it other time.

I lost my virginity

I said go to hell 
She said you first
I said you such a crowed
she said I was born like that

I lost my virginity

2days ago I find out this “bitch” 
She have “HIV and AIDS”

I lost my virginity
I lost 
I lost
I lost
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  FOR YOUNG HUSBANDS ONLY: 
You cannot complain about not getting enough or a lot of sex when your wife is pregnant 
or just AFTER SHE HAS delivered a baby through “vagina” or “operation”. HERE IS A 
LESSON TO PASS TO YOU SINCE I HAVE NEVER CHEATED ON MY WIFE(the 
legacy of faithful husbands

THEREFORE BECAUSE YOU (AS A HUSBAND) 
CAUSED THAT VAGINA to stretch, wait for it to 
become small again. YOU ARE MUST NEVER 
BLAME YOUR WIFE TO ESCAPE REALITY of 
what you caused as a husband. 

A VAGINA IS A MUSCLE that is elastic. MEAN-
INGS IT WILL ONE DAY NOT BE LOOSE AS 
YOU SEE IT NOW. Enjoy your wife and her loose 
vagina because that is marriage - Stop complaining 
about what you made happen. NEVER CHEAT. I 
AM a FAITHFUL husband AND NO WOMAN 
IN THE WHOLE WORLD CAN CLAIM THAT 
I HAVE CHEATED MY WIFE. It’s integrity I am 
passing to my generation. They will know that I 
have done and passed the pit that destroys many 
men. ITS AN INTEGRITY OF THE HEART TO 
thier lineage. WHY DID I SAY THIS? Because 
scripture says: “I will be careful to lead a blameless 
life-- when will you come to me? I will conduct the 
affairs of my house with a blameless heart”(Psalm 
101:2). A GOOD MAN LEAVE AN INHERIT-
ANCE for his children’s children(Proverbs 13:22). 
WHAT LEGACY ARE YOU GOING TO LEAVE 
BEHIND for you children to follow on your foot-
steps?

HERE IS A WISE TIP I GIVE MARRIED MEN: If 
you feel you need sex and your wife is in a posi-
tion where she is unfit during pregnancy or after 
pregnancy to give you sex, DONT FORCE IT. 
Relax! Sometimes your wife may feel UNCOM-
FORTABLE TO HAVE SEX, if that happens, relax, 
dont force or complain about it. HER BODY AND 
PREGNANCY SEASON IS CAUSING SOME OF 
THIS(mood swings). Dont start arguments. BE 
FRIENDLY. Calm down. BEING A HUSBAND 
MEANS YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS VERSE: 
“Husbands, in the same way be considerate as you 
live with your wives, Likewise, ye husbands, dwell 
with them according to knowledge, giving honour 
unto the wife, as unto the weaker vessel, and as be-
ing heirs together of the grace of life”(1 Peter 3:7).

HERE IS A SOLUTION: “do a fastING to tame 
your sexual desire”. I HAVE ONE INTELLIGENT 
FRIEND, every time when his wife gets preg-
nant, he fast 40 days. THAT HELPS HIM HAVE 
ENOUGH TIME FELLOWSHIPPING with God 
and also strength to subdue his sexual desires. That 

is why he is my friend. WISE FRIENDS LIVE LIFE 
OF INTEGRITY. 

THAT IS A WISE MOVE to learn after and copy. 
You must never in life REDUCE your wife to a 
sex slave. BE CONSIDERATE AS A HUSBAND. 
When you said: “I do” at the church altar before 
many witnesses and guests, you were saying I DO 
LOVE YOU EVEN WHEN SOMETIMES I WILL 
NOT HAVE SEX.

Marriage is not to be reduced to sex. MEDICALLY 
SPEAKING, it has been proved that wives can still 
have sex until the last month or 8th month. BUT 
BE CONSIDERATE EVEN IN SUCH A SITU-
ATION. If you want sex, go home to your wife. 
AND SHE WILL GIVE YOU gladly. Never hide 
your sexual needs from your wife. TELL HER. A 
wise wife will give you sex and not fight or drive 
you away. 

DONT DESTROY YOUR MARRIAGE BECAUSE 
OF YOUR sexual appetite. Fast and pray and sub-
due your sexual burning because it works. THAT 
IS HOW YOU KEEP THE RECORD OF SEXUAL 
PURITY IN YOUR MARRIAGE. That is a legacy 
worth passing to the next generation. 

STAY FAITHFUL AND EVEN MORE PRAYER-
FUL when your wife is pregnant. TRAVEL TO-
GETHER TO shopping MALLS, HOLD HER 
HAND privately or publicly, massage her with oil 
when she feels a need to have a massage, accom-
pany her to buy pregnancy clothes, massage those 
feet or back like I did my own wife, cherish her, 
go fresh-fruit searching, meat eating, or anything 
she craves during pregnancy, make it a memora-
ble pregnancy and most importantly pray for that 
baby even when you are at work or thinking about 
your family. BE A PRAYER WARRIOR. Pray more 
for your wife. 

HEN YOU ARE ON THE WAY BACK HOME 
AFTER WORKING HOURS ASK HER OVER 
THE PHONE: “what do you want to nibble or 
eat”. AND GO BUY THAT. Wives like walking a 
lot during pregnancy, so enjoy the walk, chat, talk, 
be close to your wife. DOING ALL THESE TO-
GETHER WILL GIVE YOU NO ROOM TO BE 
TEMPTED TO CHEAT. It’s little things that most 

1) If your wife gave birth through operation (belly 
cutting), dont be in a hurry to get sex. READ, LET 
HER HEAL.Dont be hungry for sex, subdue your 
desires. ITS CALLED SELF CONTROL IN THE 
BIBLE. 1 Thessalonians 4:4 says: “that each of you 
should learn to control your own body in a way that 
is holy and honorable”. CONTROL YOUR BODY 
AND ITS SEXUAL APPETTITES. A husband says 
no to temptations and he goes home to enjoy his 
wife even when there is no sex for a certain period 
due to “such cases”.

2) natural birth or what is termed “vaginal birth” in 
gynaecological terms stretches vaginas, sometimes 
they get torn to a point where stiching or switch-
ing is a need. MANY WIVES END UP WITH 3RD 
DECREE TEAR DURING VAGINAL BIRTH, ask 
any experienced “doctor or midwive”. MEANING 
YOUR WIFE’S VAGINA WILL BE LOOSE UNTIL 
IT CONTRACTS BACK with time. Many married 
men I have advised said these words:

  Our Stories Heart To Heart

“Pastor it is too loose, it canT grip me again when 
we do sex, that is why I cheated”.

THIS IS A FOOLISH EXCUSE TO CHEAT. YOUR 
WIFE DID NOT STRECTH HER VAGINA OUT 
OF SHAPE by herself, IT IS YOUR BABY(seed) 
WHO STRECHED IT DURING BIRTH. YOUR 
SEED FROM YOUR SCROTUMS (loins) as per the 
book of Hebrews IS RESPONSIBLE- that means you 
are the one who caused your wive’s vagina to stretch. 
You are EQUALLY responsible for that stretched out 
vagina WHICH IS OUT OF SHAPE FOR NOW.

how 
to treat 

your  
 PreGNaNt 

  wIFe 
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men don’t know. 

DONT GO AROUND CHEATING , that is a sin of adultery. ADULTERY LEADS TO HELL FIRE. The bible 
says: “Give honor to marriage, and remain faithful to one another in marriage. God will surely judge people 
who are immoral and those who commit adultery”(Hebrews 13:4). Dont be a husband that cheats. LEAVE A 
BURNING and SHINNING LEGACY, A LIGHT FOR YOUR GREAT GRAND CHILDREN to follow.

I REPEAT: Go home have sex with your pregnant wife, dont be unfaithful. ITS INTEG-
RITY, A SIGN OF A WISE HUSBAND.

THE BIBLE FROM Ephesians 5:28 SAYS: “In this same way, husbands ought to love their wives as their own 
bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself ”.

ENJOY YOUR PREGNANT WIFE, AND ENJOY HER EVEN MORE AFTER BIRTH. Dont ever say she 
is ugly or fat. SHE GAINED WEIGHT, but with time she will shred off some weight. EVEN IF SHE DOES 
NOT LOOSE WEIGHT, you must love her even more. DONT SAY SHE IS FAT. That is a sign of foolishness. 

MEMORIZE AND STORE THIS VERSE IN YOUR HEART IF YOU ARE WISE: From 
1 Thessalonians 4:3, the bible says: “It is God’s will that you should be sanctified: that you should avoid sexual 
immorality”. Dont welcome a cheating mind. DONT WELCOME THE DEVIL SPIRIT OF CONCUBINES. 
Be the first man in your family to be holy and pure, so others can follow your example.

FROM S.STEPHEN MOGAGABE, THE HUSBAND OF ONE WIFE
EMAIL: evangelismsa@aim.com



   mtoNI msweNkoFoNteIN: 2014-2015

   suIts aNd tIes
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  Our life Young and Ambitious



   Study to Show 
       yourself 

   approved
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Well, what reminds me seven years back is the fact that this young lady was part of the representatives of the 

debate team from Eastdene Combine School. Determination was what kept her going and she wasn’t going 

to let anything stop her from reaching her dreams. When I asked her back in the day what she wanted to be 

when she grew up, she said “I wanna be the best that I can be so that I can live my life to its full potential be-

cause there really is no limit to what a person can do or achieve and that is a point I’m striving to prove, I want 

to see the best me, that keeps me going”.

So the first question I asked her when we met this time around was “Are you where you wanted to be?” With 

a smile she said, “I think that I am where I need to be at this moment to prepare me for where I want to be. I 

still have a lot of learning and growing up to do before I can say that I am where I want to be. So yes, I’m still 

on the path to where I want to be.

By the way Precious is a 23 year old Physiotherapist who is doing her Community service at Evander Hospi-

tal. Did I mention that she graduated in 2014? Yes, she has just graduated from the University of the Witwa-

tersrand, Johannesburg, and has obtained a Bachelor of Science (BSc) in Physiotherapy, with Honors.

“Steve Jobs never got any formal education but he died a billionaire” a weakest statement in the 21st century, 

when I asked Precious what impact does education have in her life, she jokingly said “I think now my opinion 

has moved from being a Zim dollar to being a US dollar. At times I think I should get paid to share my opin-

ions, not because they are valuable, but because I’m informed and no one can take my education away from 

me”.

Her message to the class of 2015, “If education is what you want, go for it, don’t stop at a degree, do your 

honors, then your masters and PHD and don’t stop until you are given R2millin just to give your opinion on 

something. Being away from home is not a big deal; it just means you have to be accountable and responsible 

for everything that you do. Work smart! Whether its school work or social work, but work smart, and remem-

ber to take an hour out of everyday just to yourself.

In conclusion, “The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”- Eleanor Roosevelt, so 

dream and dream big.
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The Perspective team met up with Ntombi-
futhi Precious Mathebula, for 
a moment I thought “I will have to pay a con-
sultation fee just to see her.”. When I met her it 
drove my memory back to 2008 when I was still 
a manager at Greater Middelburg fm, it was a 
few weeks before June 16 and as the station, we 
were planning a commemoration event on the 
13th, an event that was cohosted with “Khanyi” 
from the Vaal, I can remember it as if it was 
yesterday
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  Our stories life story

 My Lesbian Story: I was 7 years 
old, I was in 2nd grade, my mom just showed 
me how to make cookies from scratch. I said 
with a smile on my face, “Thank you Mommy 
for teaching me how to make cookies.” She 
then replied with, “You know how to thank 
people honey?” And then I said, “How?” 
“You give them a big hug and a kiss.” Then 
she kissed me softly and we hugged. Later in 
the week on Monday we were making group 
art projects and I was pared up with my besty 
Danielle. We finished the project, but I fell on 
it and it wasn’t dry from the glue and it stuck 
to me. Luckily she helped me get it off then I 
left to get a new shirt from the nurse. When 
I came back she finished the project and 
we got an A+. During Recess we sat in the 
garden and we walked around. I finally told 
her thank you when we sat on the bench and 
I kissed her. We got caught by our teacher 
and got in trouble. We were told it was wrong 
for 2 girls to kiss, and they called our parents. 
My mom wasn’t happy with the school after 
that, she said the school was homophobic. At 
that time I didn’t knew what that meant, but 
I never forgot that day. After that day the kids 
in my class heard so they teased us. Saying 
that we were dating, which when you were 
that age it was an insult.
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  But I always liked how it sounded. So the next week we 
said we were. We held hands, hugged, and I kissed her 
when we weren’t at school. But yet again my principle 
called my mom and told her what was going on. My mom 
then told me about gays, lesbians, transgenders, etc. She 
also said she was bisexual in middle school before she met 
my dad, who is now out of my life because he cheated on 
my mom. Any ways after that I was bisexual until I was 
12. I just got my heart broken by this guy I dated who 
was my first real relationship, to me at least. (NOTE: Kids 
don’t date young you have your hole high school years 
and beyond to date.) So he broke up with me and I was 
really just complaining about it to my friend T.J. (Tammy 
Johnson) At her house I was telling her how heart bro-
ken I was and how I could never date anyone again. So to 
shut me up she kissed me. I was so lost for words I forgot 
what I was complaining about. My birthday was just a few 
weeks a head so at my party I started dating T.J. and that 
was when I became lesbian and not bi. Now I am 17 go-
ing to be a senior in high school. I have I lovely girlfriend 
I met on a field trip, named Nina. Just recently on June 
10th, that day after my birthday she asked me to marry 
her because she is going to be in college next year and 
we might not see each other a lot so we wanted to make 
it so once I’m done with high school we can plan for our 
wedding. I hope my future will be happy and I hope this 
helped you hearing about another person’s experiences 
with being a lesbian or just helped you pass time.

http://www.experienceproject.com/stories/Am-
A-Lesbian/2358297
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  Tips School Me 

 20 Things You Wish  
  Your Office Mates 
Shouldn’t Do in 2015

1. Personal grooming at your desk. From cutting your finger-
nails (slightly tolerable) to clipping your toenails (never 
acceptable) to flossing, these things should not be done at 
your desk, ever. Maybe in the bathroom, but never at your 
desk.

2. Abusing the “reply all” function. Only reply all when all 
need to read your reply. Never ever, not in a million years, 
should you hit reply all to say, “please take me off this 
distribution list.”

3. Not cleaning up after yourself in common areas. Even if 
there is janitorial staff, you shouldn’t be leaving your 
lunch mess on the counter.

It’s a new year and we can all pretend that that makes 
everything fresh and new, but the reality is that those 
other humans you work with can be downright an-
noying. I asked my readers for the things that annoy 
them most. Do you do any of the things on this list?

These things are annoying everyone around you. Stop 
it. Even if you’re the boss.
   BY SUZANNE LUCAS 
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4. Trapping your co-workers with chit-chat. Watch for those 
hints that they are done talking, like saying, “I need to 
get back to work,” repositioning their chairs, or mak-
ing mad leaps for the door. If you follow someone into the 
bathroom, you have gone too far.

5. Trying to get your co-workers to join your latest fad. 
Whether it’s essential oils, or the latest self help semi-
nar, it drives your co-workers nuts. And if you’re making 
money off this, your boss may be extra annoyed.

6. Your beeping phone. Does it ding every time you get a 
text? Can others hear it? The gods of cell phones gave us a 
silent vibrate option. Use it, embrace it, love it.

7. Hijack the music. If you want to listen to your own mu-
sic, podcasts, or the latest sports game, use your head-
phones.

8. Oversharing. Your co-workers want to know things about 
you. How was your commute? What did you think of last 
night’s television show? They don’t want the details of 
your messy divorce.

9. Speaker phone abuse. Is there a reason you can’t pick up 
the phone and talk? Does the person on the other end know 
that they are on speaker and 15 other people can hear what 
you are saying? Pick up the handset, or use headphones.

10. Bring your germs to the office. Lots of us come to work 
when sick. If you must, use the best hygiene possible, 
throw your used tissues in the garbage, avoid other people, 
and wash your hands all the time.

11. Playing supervisor. This person isn’t the boss, but 
likes to act like it. “Have you turned in your time card? 
What are you working on?” If it’s not your job, don’t ask.

12. Microwave abandonment. Do you put your lunch into the 
microwave and then go back to your desk while it’s cooking? 
Because if you do, you probably fall into this category, 
because those microwave dinners only take 2 minutes to heat 
up and you’ll lose track of the time, annoying everyone 
else who is waiting to heat their lunch.

13. Always right. You’re not. You make mistakes, so don’t 
argue everything to the death. Admit your errors and move 
on.

14. The narrators. These people need to keep a running con-
versation with themselves or things stop focusing. “Ok com-
puter come on, let’s go. Oh my goodness I can’t type today. 
I hope I remember to stop for gas after work or I might not 
make it home. Well this is certainly strange, I wonder why 
it says this and not this other thing. Man, am I hungry. I 
can’t believe it’s only 10:00.”

15. Medical TMI. Your co-workers are compassionate people, 
but they don’t need to know about your toenail fungus or 
the details of your colonoscopy prep. Try to use a phone 
behind closed doors when you need to call your doctor to 
explain the color of your phlegm.

16. The health food nut. Are you telling people they 
shouldn’t eat what they are eating? It doesn’t matter if 
you’re right or wrong, it’s none of your business. No one 
wants to hear you wax poetic about the virtues of kale 
smoothies. No one. Be quiet.

17. Using annoying lingo. “I have an ask for you,” no you 
don’t, you have a request. And don’t say, “We have a burn-
ing platform here,” unless there is actual fire. Otherwise, 
you should just say, “we have a problem.”

18. Unaware of strong smells. From the person drenched in 
cologne to the person who cooks fish in the microwave, you 
should be sensitive to your co-workers’ noses. Not every 
person will like every lunch, so there is some give and 
take here, but be considerate. And as a general rule, you 
should use a lot more deodorant (unscented) than cologne or 
perfume.

19. The lunch thief. If you didn’t buy it, it’s not yours. 
Even though no one will notice the tablespoon of salad 
dressing you just took out of the fridge, it’s not yours. 
Buy your own lunch.

20. The brown noser. If you’re constantly sucking up to the 
bosses and throwing your co-workers under the bus, you’re a 
horrible person. Stop it.

What are your wishes for a better office environment in 
2015?

http://www.inc.com/suzanne-lucas/20-things-you-wish-your-
office-mates-wouldn-t-do-in-2015.html
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  Motivational Note

In the still of the day, how I stand in between river stream and ocean, not far away from my death. I felt 
empty and lonely but the by-standers were waving, clapping hands and honoring my bravery. Neither of 
them could think of the pain I was in, uncertainty hit my mind and I remembered that the world belongs to 
the enthusiast who keeps cool 

What we are and what we feel and opt doing, known and fell by us. As we move day by day we are painting 
a picture that attracts the viewer’s perception and opinion. We become the book to be read. What inspiring 
chapter has you written today, what inspiring picture has you painted into the mind of the viewer? I wonder 
what it takes to paint or edit one. 

People don’t want to know about your hardest and pain, they want to know how you stand to overcome 
every life threats so that you can be their hero. All matter is the destination that you are in; it doesn’t really 
bother them how you reached for the destination. You must frequently reminds yourself that most of the 
important things in the world have been accomplished by people who have kept on trying when there seemed 
to be no hope at all 

In the still of the night, when I move my leg, I was lonely in darkness, seeking a refuge for my soul, but only 
moon was shinning my way, leaning on self believe that install by my mother when I was growing she said 
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us” and strong 
mentality installed by my father when he says ‘you will one day grow to be a man and you will see that noth-
ing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm. Most great men and women are not perfectly rounded in 
their personalities, but are instead people whose one driving enthusiasm is so great it makes their faults seem 
insignificant’. 

One doesn’t discover new lands without consenting to lose sight of the shore for a very long time. I long to 
accomplish a great and noble task, but it is my chief duty to accomplish small tasks as if they were great and 
noble. Believe in yourself! Have faith in your abilities! Without a humble but reasonable confidence in your 
own powers you cannot be successful or happy. The difference between a successful person and others is not 
a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but rather in a lack of will because there are two rules for suc-
cess: 1 never tells everything you know. 

by; Emmanuel Shaper Mabaso

Bad tendencies intentionally acted on . Yes! they can worship with thier hearts far away from God. Gossip 
causing grouping. Slandering withdraws security. I distrust each and everyone of them, my faith is tested to 
always forgive.  They call themselves christians yet no fruits are beared, shining in silk while others drown 
in rags,fasting keeps thier fridges full.  Visit the courts,  you will find them packed to prosecute those who 
need thier mercy . Prodigals they reign inside the Fathers House, No sense of sympathy comes to thier 
minds. Breaking into the God kingdom to fulfill thier envy,greed and selfishness.  Your temple exposed to 
only to dispose young man into sin! How unconsiderate Your daughters have grown to be! Nudity became 
the church’s uniform then Lord how shall a young man find pleasure in wife he shall find when all has been 
made visible!! Lust productivity has increased;low esteemed your daughters have became. Remove me from 
this world oh! Lord;accelerate my purpose! 

Marriages a mess. Engagements endangered. By lust ; examples are expelled by condemnation! Correct they 
fooled themselves to be,  Misinterpreting is thier profession,enslaving men to a law that has depleted by 
Christ. Common sense less common,condoms promoted  Positions is all they praise! Woman attractive to be 
a distraction_ only more destruction!  The church not a safe place anymore; vandals voicing cruelty on those 
who backslided;pregnant sisters trashed with blame! Oh Lord where do we run to when the doves you sent 
become dragons filled with condemnation? 

Lord i ask of You to give Your Tolerance unto me;i am grieved by your servants who cant be humble nor 
merciful! 
I have seen too much weaknesses:help me Oh! Lord to forgive and to love like YOU! 

Worldly pagans they have excelled to be, honoured with demonic diplomacies. 
Murders!! Sermons requiring unbiblical fees,entlek who called these man? 

There is no new Gospel here, researchers revenge the reality of The True Gospel of God! 

Impure analysis,faking to hear from God as they murder one another for members: performers your proph-
ets have blindly became! Oh Lord Hear my petition. 

Concerned about reputation and never the redemption of our lost brothers and sister! 

Lord search the deflects of my discernment,rectify my rebuking;i stand in Thy presence to give feedback 
on jericho! Father your Mercies are new everytime we bring our weaknesses unto to Thee! Rebuild Your 
Church;uproot these weeds,serve justice in this injustice! Do it Your way Lord! God show them whose God!!

by: Njabulo Chriswell Sithole

The church is full while 

 Heaven is empty.

  Spiritual Note






